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SUMMARY

Traffic stop

18-98669

Rolling Sands Dr. and
Whiteview Pkwy.

Baker Act –
Juvenile
Domestic
Disturbance

98713-18

Burland Place

18-98754

Acorn Ave

While investigating a traffic stop (FCSO CFS #2018-00098654), units were in
contact with one of its occupants, S1 who started to display signs of gradual
agitation. S1 made statements of harm to himself, at which time it was
determined he would be secured in reference to a law enforcement initiated baker
act. S1 resisted units on scene, both to be secured in handcuffs and then within
the patrol vehicle. S1 was transported to Florida Hospital Flagler (FHF) to be
medically evaluated after advising his wrist, neck, and head hurt; he would not
elaborate further. Once at FHF, S1 broke free from deputies and fled on foot as he
was being escorted into the hospital to receive medical evaluation. Deputies
pursued S1 on foot S1 fled around the exterior of the hospital, toward the south
entrance, which eventually he entered through. Due to the subject fleeing into an
occupied hospital, knowing he had already aggressively resisted law enforcement,
and that he had his cuffed hands in front of his person, it created a well found fear
that he may cause harm or take hostage someone within, Deputy deployed his
agency issued Axon Taser X2 (one cartridge). After continuing for another short
distance, S1 was located and secured in a patrol vehicle without further incident.
S1 refused to cooperate with medical staff and was eventually transported to
Halifax Hospital, due to Halifax Behavior Services being closed and S1 having
reported injuries when asked.
J1 was transported to FHF by Rescue. Baker Act form completed and left with ER
staff.
V1 reported a disturbance involving his wife after they returned home from an
evening out. V1 advised that a verbal argument turned physical when S1 slapped
him in the face, which knocked off his glasses. V1 and S1 began to wrestle on the
floor when V1 bit S1 on his forearm. V1 was arrested without incident for Battery
Domestic.

